HADU-CAB

Automatic Door UHF Cabinet
Profile:
➢ Simple and atmospheric appearance, large dimension can contain a variety of cage cart types and shelf trolley
➢ The roll-up door automatically opens and closes, fully shielded, no risk of stray reads
➢ Reliable performance and accurate read rates for bulk readings, up to more than 800 items
➢ Support network port, SDK, expanded with WIFI, 4G and other communication methods
➢ Ideal for electric meter, laundry, garments and other products in-out stock in bulk inventory
➢ OEM, Custom logo printing is welcome
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Specification:
Protocol

ISO18000-6C（EPC C1G2)

Interface

Support network port

Antenna

Build-in Antenna

Material

Durable Nylon

Cabinet Dimension

2450*1800*2025.4mm

Door Dimension

850*2100mm
ETSI 865~867MHz
FCC 902~928MHz

Working frequency
CCC 920~925MHz, 840 ~ 845MHz
NCC 924~927MHz
System

Standard windows, 7-inch industrial touch all-in-one. Android is optional.

Camera

Built-in wide-angle surveillance camera.

Sensors

Built-in 6 sets of cargo sensors, real-time detection of cargo location.

Option

WIFI, 4G and other communication methods.

Led Indicators

Standby, operation, exceptions

Power supplier

220V
✓

6 ultra-quiet casters, the single wheel load is more than 150KG, and the
height is adjustable.

Others

✓

USB interface, easy to import, copy out the corresponding data, or external
keyboard and other operations.

✓

Equipped with an external keyboard and mouse.
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